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Landline Telephone Features Available



Landline Features included with Blanca Networks Phone Service
o Touch Tone
 Touch tone allows a subscriber to enter additional numbers when required
during a phone call to reach extensions, choose from numeric menus,
activate a pager, use a credit card, leave a voice mail, or conduct any other
type of communication that requires touch-tone signals.

o Call Waiting
 Call waiting informs a subscriber engaged in a normal talking conversation
that a third party is calling
o Call Forwarding
 Call forwarding allows a single-party subscriber to have all incoming calls
forwarded to another, preselected line



o Conference Calling
 Conference calling allows a subscriber to add two or more persons to the
telephone conversation
o Speed Dialing
 Speed dialing allows a subscriber to easily dial select numbers
o Caller ID Blocking
 Caller ID Blocking blocks a subscriber’s number from being dispatched
through Caller ID.
o Caller ID Release
 Caller ID Release allows subscribers to share their number on other people’s
Caller IDs.
Our most popular Advanced Landline Phone features that can be added to any phone
account
o The following feature is $4.99 per month with a one time activation fee of $10.00
 Caller ID
 Caller Name & Number Delivery allows subscribers to monitor
incoming calls. This will deliver the name and number of the party
calling you. This feature also enables call-waiting I.D. so you are able
to screen incoming calls while you are talking on another call.
o The following feature is $2.00 for the Bronze Package and $4.00 for the Gold
Package per month
 Call Answering
 This is an easy-to-use voice answering system. Your callers can leave
messages for you when you are busy or away from your phone. You
can listen to your messages from any touch-tone phone.
o Each of the following features can be added to any plan for $1.00 per month with a
one time $5.00 installation charge
 Automatic Call Back
 Automatic Call Back enables subscribers to place a call to the last
number dialed
 Automatic Recall
 Automatic Recall enables subscribers to place a call to the last
incoming call
 Automatic Line
 Automatic Line allows calls that originate from a certain line to
exclusively call one number. This happens automatically
 Call Forward Busy
 Call Forward Busy allows subscribers to forward calls when a busy
condition is encountered
 Call Forward Don't Answer
 Call Forward Don’t Answer allows subscribers to forward calls after a
specified number of rings



















Cancel Call Waiting
 Cancel Call Waiting allows subscribers to dial a prefix thus canceling
call wait for one call
Don't Answer Transfer
 Don’t Answer Transfer allows a terminating call to be transferred
automatically to telephone number ________________ after 3 ring.
Deny Originating
 Deny Originating prevents a number from originating a telephone call
Deny Terminating
 Deny Terminating can't terminate a telephone call.
Find Me
 Find me allows subscribers to make a list of possible contact numbers
that he/she can be reached at.
Originating Call Management / Toll Restriction
 Originating Call Management/Toll Restriction allows subscribers to
have a PIN number to make long distance calls, preventing long
distance calling expenses
Ring Again
 Ring again allows subscriber to place a call back request to a busy
number
Selective Call Acceptance
 Selective Call Acceptance enables subscribers to have incoming calls
screened for acceptance
Special Billing
 Selective Billing allows all long distance calls to automatically be
billed to telephone number 719-379-____________
Suppression
 Suppression prevents a subscriber’s number from being displayed on
all calls
Terminating Call Manager
 Terminating Call Manager allows subscribers to manage a list of
incoming numbers he/she wishes to block
User Transfer
 User Transfer allows subscribers to transfer an established call to
another number
Warm Line
 Warm Line provides a telephone number with 30 seconds of dial tone
before automatically calling telephone number
___________________________
Wake Up
 Wake Up allows a subscriber to schedule up to 5 wake up calls per day

